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‘Testimonial from Marina Hibbers who started with the online ACT on 

24 October 2016: 

UFS Online Advanced Certificate in Teaching! What a wonderful 

manner to further your education whilst having a career. It is so 

accessible and with a tutor like Estie - what more can you dream of - 

one, two, three and I will have another qualification! I want to 

encourage those of you who are still deciding whether you must enrol - 

don't postpone. You WILL make it... Estie is the best! So much patience 

and support you will find nowhere on any campus.’ 

Marina Hibbers 

 

Testimonial from Richard Kwame Appiah who started with the online ACT on 16 January 

2017: 

‘The best thing I like about this online course is that I can learn in a 

relaxed manner, which enables me to balance my education with 

work and family life. It's just more convenient! It creates 

opportunity for me to enhance my ability to communicate 

effectively through latest technology. The immediate results and 

feedback from my tutor really encourages me, and keeps me on my 

toes as well. I have easy access to my tutor, and I do not have to 

wait for office hours. Estie Scheepers, my tutor, mentor and 

mother; you are simply the best - keep up the good work!’ 

Richard Kwame Appiah 
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Testimonial from Jacobinah Mojabeng who started with the online ACT on 29 August 

2016: 

‘I like online training because it is a great alternative to traditional 

learning. I have the chance to study at my own time, at my own 

pace and in the comfort of my home. It saves time and money, no 

travelling costs. My tutor, Estie Scheepers is always prepared and 

available to help where necessary. She makes sure that we 

understand the activities at hand. For busy people who have a 

desire to enhance their current skills or improve their chances for 

professional advancement, ONLINE LEARNING is the way to go.’  

 Jacobinah Mojabeng 

 

Testimonial from Amelia Victor who started with the online ACT on 29 August 2016: 

Dear UFS 

‘I am a online ACT student that want to thank you for the 

opportunity to further my studies. Online makes my live much 

easier. My online facilitator is a great tutor and always willing to 

help us, thank you! The course is amazing and we are really 

learning a lot! And thank you for being there every step of the way! 

I loved the things we learned about the different computer 

programs - it was very helpful. The new module is interesting and I 

am learning things about myself and other people that can make 

life better. Thank you from a very happy ACT student.’ 

Amelia Victor 
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Testimonial from Phumi Methula who started with the online ACT 

on 29 August 2016: 

‘I am now able to type my lessons and able to use internet to 

research information. I am really proud of using my laptop for the 

first time I am motivated to go forward.’ Phumi Methula 

 

 

Testimonial from Monica Magagula who started with the online ACT 

on 29 August 2016: 

‘I never thought of using a laptop before, but through ACT online my 

life is now easy because I no longer bother anyone to do the typing. I 

am amongst the blessed ones with passionate facilitators on our side. I 

do not consider it a day without being on line. Thank you to the entire 

UFS staff.’ Monica Magagula 

 

 

 

 

Testimonial from Thombe Nkolongwane who started with the online ACT on 29 August 

2016: 

"I feel young again. This is so empowering…Thanks for the 

opportunity." 
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Testimonial from Dalson Mukono who started with the online ACT on 29 August 2016: 

"I feel empowered. I have learnt new things ever since we started. I 

am teaching senior phase for the first time and I am able to teach 

very well, all thanks to you." 

 

 

 

Testimonial from Jacobinah Khesa who started with the online ACT on 29 August 2016: 

"I love computers because they make our lives easier. Like for instance I 

am doing ACT in the comfort of my home. No travelling. I have a small 

baby; I don’t have stress of who is going look after my baby when I am in 

class. I have time to breastfeed her and carry on with my work. I also love 

you Estie, because you are making the use of computer, hassle free for us. 

Some of us we are not that conversant with computers. Thank you Estie, 

thank you UFS". 

 


